Materialism

“ My smartphone is so old! ”

By Valery Thong

Youth’s Happy Pill

Hipster clothing, smart gadgets, travelling abroad at least twice
a year - today’s youth are embracing materialism more than any
generations have previously. Buying, owning, and having more
money - this is a typical teenage dream. Why is this generation
so obsessed with material wealth?

“ How old? ”

“ It’s antique, more than
a year old already. ”

“ It’s still working fine,
isn’t it? “

“ Argh, I need a new one.
iPhone X was just released
yesterday! I have to get it or
else… I’ll be a laughing stock
for still using iPhone 7!”

Can money buy
happiness?

When we own things that others may not have or can afford, we feel good.
That “feel good” seed starts to manifest and grow until we ﬁnd ourselves
addicted to that feeling, and with buying things. Even though that euphoria
will only last a couple of days, we consider these material goods and
physical comforts an integral part of life. Things that we ‘want’ become a
‘need’. Purchasing something can deﬁnitely give us that temporary thrill and
inﬂate our ego for owning something, but is this habit sustainable?

We want to fit in

From a young age, we have various ideas and notions
hammered into our head. Hearing your family say “money
makes the world go round so grow up, earn lots of money
and you’ll live in comfort” is no stranger. We live in a society
where there’s stiff competition. You ﬁnd yourself swamped
in an environment where owning the most and the best
almost means having a status, an identity or even worth.
Individuals, especially the youth, struggle to be noticed, to
be heard and to ﬁt in.
However, we are not just overwhelmed by family or societal
pressure. The people we call “friends” often have a habit of
comparing themselves with their peers. We like to compare
who owns the trendiest shoe or who has the most number
‘likes’ on Instagram. There’s always someone out there,
better in every aspect than us but peer pressure further
emphasises the need of buying stuff to compete and ﬁt into
the group.
To be associated with the popular kids, or at least not be
labelled as the oddball, we subconsciously try to own
whatever the “pop” kids have. Minimally, you should own a
cool shoe, not just any brand but Nike or Adidas. Your
pencil case ﬁlled with Muji stationeries
and not Pilot pens. Possessing
material goods starts making
you happier because you’ve
attained your dream of owning
Nike’s FlyKnit ‘Cookies &
Cream’, just like the rest! You
can feel conﬁdent among
peers because you own
something in common.
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It soon becomes a never-ending
cycle – like drug addiction, it can
be dangerous. You may ﬁnd
yourself having low self-esteem
when you are unable to buy
things to ﬁt in. This could
potentially lead to more serious
repercussions such as
depression. The fundamental
concept of “earning” what you
get or realising an item as
something you don’t need
appear to have disappeared
from many people.
You can own a Maserati, a
Porsche or a Rolls-Royce, and live
on Nassim Road but you’ll never
be truly content because you
can’t stop comparing with others.

Who’s to blame?

Materialism in youth did not appear out of nowhere. We could perhaps
blame advertisements for brainwashing us into thinking we need to keep
up with trends and own the latest items we don’t need.
You could blame your “best friend”, social media, as you compare what
you don’t have with your peers, pushing you to buy more to show off
and feel better about yourself. Or you could blame the innate desire
to indulge in your shopping addiction – there is really just no one
answer or sole factor contributing to materialism in youth today.
It is easy to fall prey to the materialistic trap because of our society’s
persistent culture of “buying more”. To remove yourself from this
trap, try to avoid falling to peer pressure and advertising, and
socialise with as many social classes as possible so you can
appreciate a broader deﬁnition of ‘value’. The challenge these days
is to pursue a life of greater value – a life not deﬁned by
possessions but by actions.

Chastity and
the Millennial

Millennials are accused of killing of many
industries – from diamonds to department
stores – but there’s something else millennials have toppled from prominence: sex.
This generation is also accused of being
unmotivated, but perhaps the lack of motivation towards having sex is not untrue.

By Nina Gan
not forget that the millennial generation sometimes
identifies with non-binary gender; for asexuals, there is
no drive to be intimate with someone else at all.

Recent research in the US shows that,
overall, millennials have fewer sexual
partners than previous generations, and
that 15% of 20-24-year-olds have not had
sex since turning 18, up from 6% in the
early 1990s. Despite being the most liberal
generation yet, millennials are having less sex than the pessimistic
generation before them. And we’re not counting those who consider
themselves conservative Asians.

REASON: EDUCATION

One can argue that sex education at school is key to
helping teenagers understand what they’re about to
get into as an adult. In Singapore, Sexuality Education
teaches us that abstinence before marriage is the best
course of action for teenagers; it highlights the possible
consequences of sexual activity, and that premarital sex
is not desirable as there are inherent risks.

More intriguing are the Japanese: over 40% of single millennials are virgins.
Japan’s lack of interest in sex is blamed on everything from a stagnant economy
to manga fans favouring fantasy over reality, but what about the rest of the world?

REASON: INTERNET

The effects are most dramatic among those born in the
mid-1990s and later — the first cohort to come of age
when smartphones were ubiquitous. Their connection
to smartphones is so strong that you’d have to pry
them from their cold, dead hands.
Unsurprisingly, a survey from 2017’s Global Millennial
Black Paper showed that 55% of Singapore respondents would rather give up sex than the internet.

Tinder and other matchmaking apps

So you’ve been swiping left and right a lot – but have
you ever really met anyone you’ve matched with? While
it’s far easier these days to connect with strangers, we
ironically never meet up with most of them.
This reliance on tech means you’re judging people
solely on physical appearance, leaving out a large section of the population. Unlike in face-to-face meetings
where you can seduce – or be seduced by – someone
with charm, dating apps may make you more reluctant
to search for partners at all.
Being judged so harshly (and quickly) may have detrimental effects on someone’s confidence, and hooking
up would be the last thing on their minds.

Netflix and chill

If you’ve got high speed internet and a laptop
in your own room, you’d most likely be
streaming movies, playing online games,
or watching lewd stuff.
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Fast forward to adulthood, and these lessons are
probably still somewhere in the recesses of our minds,
possibly subconsciously steering us away from all the
things ‘cher warned us about. While it’s an admirable
trait to abstain from sex until marriage, more and more
millennials are eschewing the traditional route into
adulthood (ie. dating, marriage, moving in, family),
opting instead to remain single or date their BFF
forever (for various reasons). So does it mean that they
are supposed to be celibate for life?

You certainly won’t want to get off your throne to
hang out with friends, much less hook up with bae
for some quality time. This is your ‘me’ time, and
it’s an addiction.
Speaking of porn: most people who watch it ironically tend to have lower desire for real people
(you can thank unrealistic body expectations in
the industry for that).

Social Media Sheep

If you’re constantly monitoring your social
channels, chances are you’ll be doing
similar things to most people out there.
They’re enjoying themselves travelling
the world, enjoying the prettiest desserts, or flaunting their latest threads.
This makes a post about a sexual
encounter seem insignificant –
who has the time anyway?

REASON: SPACE

Most single millennials live with their
folks, moving out only after marriage. So
those who are dating may find themselves
lacking the space for some quality time
– with the parents in close proximity and
all – despite what Senior Minister of State
Josephine Teo declared with a straight face:
“You need a very small space to have sex.”

REASON: MODERN SOCIETY

There’s a huge societal pressure of doing
well at school or work – and making money is
high on our priority list. Not surprisingly, this
can cause immense stress which translates to
low libido. Even guys who are in relationships
can experience erectile dysfunction (ED), and
Singapore urologists are seeing twice as many
patients in their 20s than a decade ago.
Millennials could also be the most cautious
generation — the first to grow up with car seats
and bike helmets, the first not allowed to walk to
school or the playground alone. So it’s not a stretch to
consider them cautious when it comes to relationships,
and stories of people getting benched or ghosted
probably haunt them so much that they’d rather not
take the chance.
These days, women are far less accepting of pressured
sex, reflecting that women feel more empowered
to say no (hurray!). And it’s not just the women: let’s

In countries where sex education doesn’t teach much –
like Korea and Japan – what students pick up very little
from school. In Korea, kids learn more about situations
surrounding sex than the act of sex itself, while in
Japan, apparently only half of high school students
know how to use a condom properly.

THE BOTTOM LINE

With Singapore’s plummeting birth rate, it’s no surprise
that the government is doing everything it can to
promote starting families at a younger age, sometimes
guilt-tripping women into it by publishing stats like
‘a woman produces less eggs as she gets older’. In
Denmark, where birth rates are also plummeting,
teachers in sex ed are actually warning teens about the
risks of waiting too long to have kids.
Delaying sex is not necessarily bad, and experts say
being intentional about when to have sex can lead to
stronger relationships in the long run. A lot of young
people are, in fact, looking for fulfilling relationships
with potential life partners.
But before we can look forward to long-term relationships, we have to start with prioritising human connections over virtual ones, or over our material priorities.
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stress relief

A pair of concern
The Moob Issue

There are plenty of issues around the world – you probably have
issues of your own. Are you succumbing to peer pressure, or have
an unhealthy addiction to a certain video game? Fret not – you’re
not alone. If you’re stressed about your issues, or issues the world
has, how about playing a hand of cards where you can freely deal
with these issues – literally?

By Nina Gan

People these days are obsessed with their bodies, turning to the gym to get that dream bod everyone wants to
stare at. But for those who aren’t into all that jumping around, flipping wheels and getting yelled at by a coach,
there are more pressing things than not having pecs that don’t look like they belong to Dwayne Johnson.

make more!
You can photocopy these and

Instructions:

Cut out the cards.

The black ones are the
question cards, the white ones
are answers which you will fill
in with issues you have with
anything.
Shuffle the cards and you can
play by yourself or with
buddies (recommended).

Especially when said pecs look more… pointy and bouncy than they should. While it’s hard not to stare at a
perfectly sculpted male form, it’s harder not to gawk at a pair of jiggling man boobs, or moobs.

The North-South line is
delayed thanks to
___________.

The moob makers

Defining the perky pair
Before you mistake moobs for lumps of fat, think again. Male
chests are typically flat (including the nipples), but moobs – or
gynaecomastia – is the swelling of breast tissue. It’s actually a
hormonal thing, because it happens when there’s too much
estrogen produced by the testicles (which produces estrogen and
testosterone). Estrogen, by the way, is the female hormone that
signals the body to retain more fat in the chest.
Since it’s hormone related, this condition is common in newborns,
older men, and boys going through puberty. Of course, moobs on
obese men can just simply be fat rather than swollen breast
tissue, but it has a different name: pseudogynecomastia (fake
moobs).
Moobs are generally harmless, but some men find it embarrassing as they can be hard to hide without wearing sports bras.
Moobs can look like saggy chests that simply gave up, or even
have swollen nipples that can confuse babies. Worse, one moob
may become larger than the other.
Studies have suggested that moobs affect a third of all men over
their lifetime. For most men, they usually go away on their own
after puberty (and come back after 60). These days, some guys in
between these life stages have moobs – the problem is, you can
be a gym rat with abs like a waffle-maker and still have them. So
what gives?

Many studies have linked these hormonal imbalances with food. A
high-fat, high-carb diet is not only bad for your waistline, it can
increase bra size (which is bad news if you don’t wear
bras) since it raises estrogen levels. So foods like
pastries, fries, milkshakes, and fried chicken are
culprits – in fact, in 2015 a 26-year old male
Chinese graduate whose go-to snack was fried
chicken had grown a pair of particularly perky
moobs. Some doctors pointed his moobs to growth
hormones present in poultry.
High-estrogen foods – called ‘estrogenics’ –
are also to blame, including beans, peas, alfalfa
sprouts, and of course soybeans (soy milk, tofu,
mock meat). Alcohol is another culprit, as it affects the
liver’s ability to get rid of excess estrogen. Plus, drinking
beer can expand more than bellies, because hops contain
phytoestrogen.

Diabetes is the
__________________
of our society.

What are my parents
hiding from me?

C

M

Y
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Cards with issues

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

CY

CMY

K

National Service.

Grandma.

Gnawing sense of
dread.

Free durian.

Researchers at Yale University are also accusing BPA and
phthalates which are found in common everyday items
like cosmetics, cans, pesticides, and plastics. BPA mimics
estrogen, and phthalates block testosterone action.
Some medications are also to blame, including
cholesterol drugs, hair loss treatments, and steroids which can
turn into estrogen. For some men, moobs point to something
more sinister, like hypogonadism (small testes), testicular
cancer, hyperthyroidism or Klinefelter syndrome (males with XXY
chromosomes instead of just XY).

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

Cards with issues

According to Dr Terence Goh of Singapore General Hospital, 30.9%
of cases they’ve seen over the past 15 years have been in Indian
men, which could mean some folks are predisposed with moobs.

to moob or not to moob
Having big moobs isn’t usually something guys are proud of; some
suffer from depression and anxiety because of it, some even
have painful, tender moobs. For these guys, surgery –
either liposuction or fat-freezing – is an option.
Unlike a sunburn, it’s not something you can
prevent without knowing the underlying cause.
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For most guys, changing diets, cutting alcohol, and
exercising (there are moob-specific workouts) may
work at curbing the growth of moobs.
For the lazy, there are mens’ compression vests designed
hide man ta-tas. For those in the nonchalant camp,
whether you like it or not, moobs seem to be here to stay.

